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ABSTRACT:
Background: Colors of long wave lengths and color contrast can increase the responsiveness of
chicken to stimuli. The purpose: This study was designated to assess the effect of feeders and drinkers
colors and their contrast on ingestion rate and development of some maintenance behaviors Methods:
This study includes 2 experiments. Experiment I: Effect of different colors of feeders and drinkers on
rates feeding rates and water intake during 6 weeks rearing period was examined in Ross broiler
chicken. Experiment II: Assessment of the effect of color contrast of feeders and drinkers with the
floor on development of maintenance behaviors in newly hatched chicken. Results: The results
indicated that red colored feeders and drinkers increased the feed and water intake rates during the
first week post hatching (P<0.05). But no such effect was observed in older ages. In addition, the
presence of color contrast feeders and drinkers with the floor enhanced the appearance of certain
behaviors necessary for survival in newly hatched chicks. In conclusion red colored feeders and
drinkers attracted chicks, increased ingestion rate and color contrast accelerated the development of
some maintenance behaviors and decreased distress calls. Thus using red colors and presence of
contrast environment could enhance the development of maintenance behaviors in newly hatched
chicken.
lights and yellow colors (Thomast & Lyons,

INTRODUCTION:

1968; Schaefer & Hess, 1969; Smith & Bird
Chicken relied mostly on its sense of vision

1971 and Miklo´si et al. (2002). Also chicken

for eating, drinking or even survival. Chicken

preferred high color contrast or differing colors

preferred colors of long wave lengths over that

over familiar colors (Osorio et al., 1999, 2009).

of short wave lengths. e.g. the responses of

When chicks exposed to a choice situation and

chicks to distant flashing lights were poor to

the order of preference to colours recorded, the

white and blue colors in comparison to red

values from highest to lowest were as follows:
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blue, red, green and white respectively (Hess,

maintenance behaviors in newly hatched chicks.

1959). In a preference test if the bird was given

The present study was performed to know the

a choice of certain aspects of its environment, it

best desirable colors to suffice welfare and

would choose according to how it felt. i.e. in the

enhance productivity in chicken.

best interest of its wellbeing or welfare (Duncan,

MATERIAL AND METHODS:

1991).

Subjects and housing:

Chicken behavior, as the way in which it

The

acts, covers many activities or many patterns.

were scheduled in a descending gradient (37 to

birds of the same species are called displays

24°C) and lighting artificially provided by

(Duncan & Wood-Gush, 1972 and Appleby et al.

incandescent bulbs (1-5 watt/m2) with (hours;

1992). The process of food ingestion in birds was

23.5 L/0.5 D) daily light program (Rose, 1997).

divided into 5 stages: arousal and food

Vaccinations and medications were scheduled as

grasping,

recommended by manufacturer companies.

mandibulation and swallowing (Kuenzel, 1983).

Chicks were kept under veterinary supervision,

Birds did not take more time when drink than

selectively chosen and clinically healthy.

did as they feed. In addition, there were no
in

drinking

Experiment I:

behavior.

However, feeding and picking behaviors were

Measuring effect of feeders and drinkers

directly facilitated by social stimulation e.g. the

colors on ingestive behavior in broiler

presence of an active companion especially

chicken during 6 weeks rearing period:

during feeding. Birds comfort behaviors or

It was performed on 40-Ross broiler chicks

activities have to do with their body care. eg.
preening,

dust

bathing,

scratching,

an

same total mixed ration. Ambient temperatures

concerned with conveying information to other

differences

in

Assiut University, Egypt. All chicks were fed the

(Broom, 1992). Other patterns of behavior

strain

performed

Production Department, Faculty of Agriculture,

examples of maintenance behavioral patterns

orientation,

was

experimental farm run by Animal and Poultry

Feeding, drinking, body care and comfort are

recognition,

study

from one day to 42-days old. Feeders and

head

drinkers colors were red, green, white and blue.

shaking, leg and wing stretching…etc. were an

Locations of feeder and drinkers were oriented

important part of the skin hygiene and self-

from time to time to preclude the location

maintaining behaviors (Fraser & Broom, 1990

preference (Duncan, 1991). In addition, the size

and Appleby et al. 1992).

of

In this study 2 separate experiments were

feeders

and

drinkers

were

increased

gradually to adapt chicken ingestion rate. The

performed to assess the effect of colors of

following 2 rules of Duncan (1991) were adapted

drinkers and feeders on feeding and drinking

to avoid preference testing shortcomings: 1-A

behaviors in chicken and development of

wide rang of choices were made to avoid the
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only

(eg:

If the bird's neck was fully recumbent and the

70%+30%). 2-Limiting the test time to one hour

eyes permanently closed, it was recorded as

to assure the resulted preference value indicated

sleeping (Vestegaard, 1982 and Broom, 1992).

the current feeling of birds and allowed a

Also any of walking, drinking, floor picking,

sufficient time for birds to perform their full

picking other birds, wing stretching, leg

repertoire of behavior. Ingestion rate was

stretching, preening…etc. or any other activities

measured according to Murphy & Preston

were recorded. In addition the frequencies of

(1988) protocol with slight modifications; the

such behaviors during the observation were

consumption rate/chick/feeder or drinker/hour

tabulated (Prayitno et al., 1997).

were

two

percentage

calculated

differences

among

by

values

results

computing

weighing

feeders/drinker

full

Statistical analysis:

of

All

ration/water (A), weighing of feeders/drinker

statistical

analysis

of

data

was

performed using SPSS (2007) Software. All

after test (B) and weighing of ration/water on

values were presented as means±standard error

the sheet underneath (C).

(SEM). Groups at different ages were analyzed

Experiment II:

by two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).

Effect of colors contrast on development

Tukey’s

of

comparisons among mean values in different

maintenance

behaviors

in

newly

HSD

was

used

for

multiple

groups.

hatched chicks: The number of birds was 30
newly hatched chicks which are divided into 5

Total average feed and water intake were

groups (6 chicks each). Each group was stocked

calculated. Data are presented as mean±SE.

in a plastic hatching basket (95×37×23 cm3) for

Values with asterisks mean significant versus #

one week. Each group of chicks were daily

(P<0.05).

observed for 10-min sessions and sequentially

Data in Fig. 1 indicated that red colored

repeated for 3- hrs (9:00-12:00) in the morning

feeders and drinkers increased total feed and

and 3-hrs (3:00-6:00) afternoon. Each chick

water intake rate when compared with blue

displayed a certain behavior was described and

colored feeders and drinkers during first week.

recorded as first time record to that behavior.

Murphy and Preston (1988) found that mean

e g.: feeding from dish, drinking, preening, dust

values for feeders visit times were generally

bathing, and perching, picking, vocalization,

short; almost less than a minute. On contrast,

resting, sleeping and dozing. Dozing was

the drinker visit times were shorter than feeder

recorded when the chicken was sitting with neck

visit times. About 93% of all drinker visit times

withdrawn, the head motionless and the eyes

were less than 1 minute in length. The number

either half closed or slowly opening and closing.

of beak dips/time ranged from 1 to 27.
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Table 1: Groups and types of feeders, drinker and floor contrast in plastic hatching baskets
Groups Name
No contrast (NC)
RF- RD
RF-NCD
NCF-RD
WF-WD

Feeder color

Drinker color

Floor color

Transparent
Red
Red
Transparent
White

Transparent
Red
Transparent
Red
White

White
White
White
White
Red

RESULTS & DISCUSSION:

14

B
Water intake rate (ml/hr)

Feed intake rate (g/hr)

A

*
#

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Red

Green

White

14
12

*
#

10
8
6
4
2
0
Red

Blue

Green

Feeder color

White

Blue

Drinker color

Fig. 1 : Effect of feeders and drinkers color on total feed (A) and water intake
(B) rates (chick/hr) during 6 weeks period in Ross broiler chicken

Table 2: Effect of feeders and drinkers colours on ingestive behavior in Hubbard broiler chicken
Age
(day)
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

Red
5.6 ±0.2a
6.5 ±0.3 a
6.5 ±0.4 a
6.7 ±0.3 a
7.1 ±0.3 a
6.9 ±0.4 a
7.6 ±0.5
7.3 ±0.2 a
8.1 ±0.3
8.0 ±0.4

Feeder Color
Green
White
3.1 ±0.1
4.7 ±0.1
3.3 ±0.1
5.6 ±0.1
4.8 ±0.3
4.5 ±0.2
5.9 ±0.2
4.2 ±0.3
4.5 ±0.3
4.9 ±0.4
4.8 ±0.2
4.9 ±0.1
7.2 ±0.3
6.9 ±0.5
6.5 ±0.4 b
5.8 ±0.3
7.5 ±0.3
7.8 ±0.4
7.7 ±0.5
7.9 ±0.3

Blue
3.2 ±0.1
4.3 ±0.4
5.1 ± 0.2
5.4 ±0.3
5.1 ±0.4
5.8 ±0.3
6.9 ±0.5
5.9 ±0.3
7.6 ±0.4
7.5 ±0.3

Red
6.7 ±0.2 a
6.6 ±0.2
8.8 ±0.4 a
9.1 ±0.3 a
8.6 ±0.5 a
8.7 ±0.3 a
8.0 ±0.2
7.7 ±0.3
7.8 ±0.2
8.6 ±0.3

Drinker Color
Green
White
5.5 ±0.4
5.0 ±0.3
6.0 ±0.1
5.5 ±0.2
6.5 ±0.3
5.4 ±0.4
7.0 ±0.3 b
5.1 ±0.5
7.6 ±0.1 b
5.6 ±0.2
6.1 ±0.3
5.1 ±0.3
5.0 ±0.2
5.7 ±0.5
7.1 ±0.4
8.5 ±0.3
7.8 ±0.5
8.4 ±0.4
7.6 ±0.6
8.3 ±0.3

Blue
5.1 ±0.4
6.0 ±0.3
5.6 ±0.1
5.5 ±0.2
6.1 ±0.4
6.4 ±0.5
5.2 ±0.3
7.9 ±0.2
7.9 ±0.5
8.2 ±0.2

Feed intake rate (chick/gram/hr) from

advancing age. Tukey’s HSD tests indicated that

feeders and water intake (ml/hr) from drinkers

red feeder and drinker increased the feed intake

during first 10 days post hatching were

rates in chicks up to 6 days post hatching. Data

measured. Two ways ANOVA indicated an age

are

and color effect on feed and water intake. There

superscripted letters mean significant (P<0.05)

was a general increase in ingestion rate with

differences.
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Values
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Results in Table 2 could be interpreted by

(preening and stretching), resting and sleeping

finding of Gray (1961) who mentioned that the

and vocalization.

responses of broiler chicks to colours were high

Since the time of the day had no significant

to red color when compared with white, blue

effect on the following behaviors; wing/leg

and green colors during first 5 days post-

stretch, wing flapping, head scratching and

hatching. Regarding the effect of age on

preening (Nicol, 1987 a & b) this finding could

ingestion Richard et al. (1997) and Savory &

validate time limited observation schedule in the

Mann (1997) observed an age-related increase

present study.

in ingestive behavior because the frequency of
its

corresponding

exploratory

With respect to feeding behavior, NCF-

behavior

group and also WF-WD group only one chick

decreased with advancing age in chicken.

identified and reached feeder at first day. While

However Newberry et al. (1988) and Blokhuis &

all chicks developed feeding within the first 3

Haar (1992) found that frequency of feeding

hours after provision o feeders and drinkers in

and drinking declined as the age of chicks

other groups. RF-WD- group developed feeding

increased.

pattern during the first 90-min of observation

Effect of color contrast of feeders and

all chicks. This may be attributed to the good

drinkers on appearance and frequency of

contrast made by red feeder that could be very

behaviors in newly hatched chicks during 3

attractive for chicks to begin picking. All chicks

hours daily observation. Behaviors recorded

of WF-RD group reached the feed dishes and

were counted/ group/3 hours observation. Key:

showed picking and feeding during the first 45-

NC; No contrast by colorless feeders and

minutes. WF-WD-group with red colored floor

drinker, RF- RD; red feeder and red drinker,

possibly made the best contrast to the white

RF-NCD red feeder and colorless drinker, NCF-

colored feeders and yellowish colored ration. On

RD; colorless feeder and red drinker, WF-WD;

other hand, all chicks in NC-group appeared

white feeder and white drinker. Values scale:

lazy

(+=1-5, ++= 6-10, +++= 11-15 and ++++ = over

noticeable movement during the first day

15).

observation hours. Only one chick reached the

and

drowsy

and

remained

without

First of all, behaviors observed during first

feeder. Colourless feeder had the worst contrast

week post hatching were nutritional (feeding,

with the white floor and probably was not

drinking, and elimination), body care behaviors

attractive to newly hatched chicks.
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Table 3: Qualitative assessment of the effect of color contrast of feeders, drinkers and floor on appearance
and frequency of behaviors in newly hatched chicks
Group
Behavioral pattern recorded first
NC
RF-RD
RF-NCD
NCF- RD WF-WD
First Day
Feeding bouts
++
++++
+++
+
+
Drinking bouts in form of pick drinking
++
+++
++
++++
++++
Elimination times
+
+
+
+
+
Picking of grains from beaks of other birds
+
+
+
+
Ground picking
+
Sleeping with head on ground
+
+
+
+
+
Sleeping with beak on ground
+
+
+
+
+
Loud vocalization calls
++
+
+
+++
+
None loud vocalization calls
+
+
+
+
+
AutoPreening
+
++
+
+
++
AlloPreening
+
+
+
Resting
+
+
++
Dozing
+
++
+
++
Second Day
Toe picking
+
+
Ground Picking
+
Leg stretching
+
+
+
+
Wing stretching
+
+
Third Day
Drinking bouts in form of scope drinking
+
+++
+++
++
++
Drinking bouts in form of pick drinking
+
+
+
Autopreening of back while standing
++
++
++
++
+++
Autopreening of outside wing while standing
+
+
+
+
++
Autopreening of inside wing while standing
+
Autopreening of wing while sitting
+
+
+
++
+
Autopreening of back while sitting
+
+
+
+
+
Picking of environmental conspecifics
+
+
+
+
Wing flapping
+
+
Fourth Day
Drinking bouts in form of pick drinking
+
+
+
+
+
Drinking bouts in form of scope drinking
+
+
+
+
+
Autopreening of head by leg while standing
+
+
+
+
+
Floor scratching
+
+
+
+
Perching on feeder
+
+
+
+
Fifth Day
Scoop drinking
+
+
+
+
picking drinking
+
+
+
+
+
Dust bathing in feed trough
+
++
++
+
Six Day
Scope drinking
Autopreening of back
Stretching of wing and leg

+
+
+
+
+
Seventh Day
Autopreening of wing while sitting
+
+ = 1-5,
++ = 6-10,
+++ = 11-15
++++ = over 15.
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Regarding drinking Behavior, initially, it

highest picking to environmental conspecifics.

was observed that all chicks performed a less

With respect to the NC-group the absence of

developed form of drinking that was not like the

any environmental contrast or any color

ordinary scope form of drinking. This form of

attractive in their neighborhoods perhaps was

rd

day post

the causal factor for increased a searching for

hatching. Our finding in present study was that

food component of exploratory behavior or as

head movement during drinking was the only

redirected ground picking (Broom, 1992). The

component similar to developed scope form of

latter probably indirectly reflected in increased

drinking. In WF-RD-group was the first group

conspecifics' picking. Picking other birds or

showed drinking. All chicks attracted to the

cannibalism was not observed in the present

drinker tried to investigate water and began to

study. This may be related to elimination of this

drink within the first 5 min after placing the

trait by selective breeding because nervousness

drinker dish in the plastic hatching basket. This

was found to be negatively correlated to meat

may be due to the red colored drinker was the

production in chicken (Jones, 1996).

drinking continued up to the 3

only attractive thing inside chicks̉ environment.

According to Fraser & Broom (1990)

On contrast, chicks of the NC-group were the

preening can divided into 2 categories: auto-

last group reached drinkers. It was after about

preening or itself body care and allo-preening

15-20- minutes. The remaining 3 groups, within

or their selves body care. Preening can also

5-to 10-minutes began drinking. During the

divided according to the part of the body

third day all chicks from all groups showed

engaged in preening activity into wing, body

developed form of scope drinking.

and head body care or preening behaviors. In

Considering picking behavior, day ground

present study body care behaviors, preening, or

picking was firstly appeared in the WF-WD

combing the feather covering the body appeared

group during the first. That could be related to

firstly by combing the back region. Back

attraction by red floor. During the second day,

preening was observed in all groups within the

picking of environmental conspecifics observed

first three hours post hatching. In one day old

in all groups of birds with varied frequencies.

chicks,

Hence all chicks at second day showed feeding

observed in the NCF-RD group.

activity picking of that could be initiated by

The

head

preening

highest

activity

allopreening

was

only

activity

was

feeding. This result agreed with Fischer, et al.

observed in the WF-WD group that probably

(1975) presumed that, newly hatched chicks did

correlated to the highest action of ground

not pick much more before their second day of

picking that may be considered as redirected

life because of the compensated utilization of the

ground picking behavior. On other hand NC-

yolk sac during such period. During the third

group did not show any allo-preening activity.

day, NCF-RD and WF-WD-groups showed the

These results could be attributed to hunger
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associated with inactivity. However, Webster

on the floor. Ground scratching considered as a

(2000) and Na¨tt, et al. (2007) found that

component of dust-bathing behavior (Fraser

stimulations of preening by feather growth

and Broom, 1990). But Blokhuis & Harr (1992)

might the most important causal factor for the

observed that ground picking and scratching

development of that behavior.

were more common after feeding period (s) than

Regarding sleep, huddling and sleeping was

before. In present study chicks 5th day old

observed in two groups; NC-group and WF-RD

showed dust bathing in feeders this result

group during the first day. Chicks of these

agreed with Murphy & Preston (1988) and

groups were apparently inactive remained

Broom (1992) who observed that chickens

motionless and walked in lazy manner during

would dust-bathe if sand or other alternative

first day. To elucidate the appearance of

materials were available. If there were no

huddling and sleeping in these 2 groups could be

alternatives chickens would dust-bathe in dry

due to lowered feed visits and consequent

food.

decreased feed consumption and consequent

development or appearance of dust-bathing

diminished heat increment. After that birds felt

behavior in chicks when they were about few

cold and tried to warm that could be found by

days post hatching. On other hand Murphy &

huddling together. Allam (1994) mentioned that

Preston (1988) and Savory & Mann (1997)

huddling provided warmth function by contact

interpreted the lower frequency of dust bathing,

and decreased heat loss.

preening and non-damaging picking in broiler

Vestegaard

(1982)

recorded

the

In the present study loud and non loud

chicken due to the intensive selection against

vocalizations were emitted by chicks from all

these behavioral traits in broilers as these traits

groups. During the first day the variations was

were undesirable from economic point of view.

as following: Chicks of NC-RD group produced

Vestegaard. (1982) considered allopreening or

the highest frequency of vocalization of loud

allopicking to be the result of an abnormal

type (17- calls) followed by NC-group. Chicks of

development of the perceptual mechanisms

this group showed the lowest feeding an4d

responsible for detection of some substrates,

drinking bouts during first day (Table 3). These

these substrate materials were needed for

calls could be attributed to thirst, hunger or

performance of dust-bathing behavior. In other

distress calls. In agreement with that Andrew

words, they explained allopreening as redirected

(1973) who named loud vocalization calls by

behaviors

hunger or distress calls.

(ground picking).

of

another

behavioral

pattern

Regarding ground scratching, chicks of

In conclusion, to conclude red colored

WF-WD-group were the only group showed

feeders and drinkers attracted chicks, increased

scratching ground. Chicks scratched the floor

ingestion rate and color contrast accelerated the

with their legs and sprayed the loose materials

development of some maintenance behaviors
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and decreased distress calls. Thus using red

Fraser, A.F. and Broom, D.M. (1990): Farm

colors and presence of contrast environment

Animal Behavior & Welfare. Third

could enhance the development of maintenance

edition, chapter: 10 pp: 90-110.

behaviors in newly hatched chicken.
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تأثير لون الغذايات والمشربيات على تطور بعض سلوكيات البقاء
في كتاكيت الدجاج حديثة الفقس

معتمد السيد محمود ،ريم محمود دسوقي ،مصطفى محمد أحمد

اﻟﺧﻠﻔﻳﺔ اﻟﺑﺣﺛﻳﺔ :اﻟﺗﺑﺎﻳن ﻓﻲ اﻷﻟوان داﺧﻝ ﻧظﺎم اﻟﺗرﺑﻳﺔ اﻟﻣﻛﺛﻔﺔ ﺣﻳث ﺗـواﻓر اﻹﺿـﺎءة اﻟﻣﻧﺧﻔـﺿﺔ واﻷﻋـداد اﻟﻛﺑﻳـرة ﻗـد ﻳـؤﺛر
ﻋﻠــﻰ اﺳــﺗﺟﺎﺑﺔ اﻟــدﺟﺎج ﻟﻠﻣــؤﺛرات اﻟﺧﺎرﺟﻳــﺔ اﻟﻐــرض ﻣــن اﻟدراﺳــﺔ :ﻫــو دراﺳــﺔ ﺗــﺄﺛﻳر ﺑﻌــض اﻷﻟــوان اﻟﻣﺧﺗﻠﻔــﺔ ﻟﻠﻐــذاﻳﺎت

واﻟﻣــﺷرﺑﻳﺎت ﻣﺛــﻝ اﻷﻟ ـوان ذات اﻷط ـواﻝ اﻟﻣوﺟﻳــﺔ اﻟﻘــﺻﻳرة )اﻷزرق واﻷﺧــﺿر( واﻟطوﻳﻠــﺔ )اﻷﺣﻣــر( واﻟﻠــون اﻷﺑــﻳض ﻋﻠــﻰ

اﻟﺳﻠوك اﻟﻐذاﺋﻲ ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟـﻰ دراﺳـﺔ ﺗـﺄﺛﻳر ﺗﺑـﺎﻳن اﻷﻟـوان ذات اﻻﺳـﺗﺟﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻳـﺔ ﻋﻠـﻰ ﺗطـور ﺑﻌـض ﺳـﻠوﻛﻳﺎت اﻟﺑﻘـﺎء ﻓـﻲ
ﻛﺗﺎﻛﻳت اﻟدﺟﺎج ﺣدﻳﺛﺔ اﻟﻔﻘس .طرق اﻟﺑﺣث واﻟﻧﺗﺎﺋﺞ :ﺗم إﺟراء ﻫذﻩ اﻟدراﺳﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺟرﺑﺗﻳن .اﻟﺗﺟرﺑـﺔ اﻷوﻟـﻰ :ﻟﻘﻳـﺎس ﺗـﺄﺛﻳر

اﻷﻟوان اﻟﻣﺧﺗﻠﻘﺔ )اﻷﺣﻣـر ،اﻷﺧـﺿر ،اﻷﺑـﻳض واﻷزرق( ﻟﻛـﻝ ﻣـن اﻟﻐـذاﻳﺎت واﻟﻣـﺷرﺑﻳﺎت ﻋﻠـﻰ ﻣﻌـدﻝ ﺗﻧـﺎوﻝ اﻟﻐـذاء واﻟـﺷرب
ﻟﻛﺗﺎﻛﻳت دﺟﺎج اﻟروس ﻛﻣﺛﺎﻝ ﻟﺑدارى اﻟﺗﺳﻣﻳن اﻟﺗﺟﺎرﻳﺔ ،أوﺿﺣت ﻫذﻩ اﻟدراﺳـﺔ أن اﻟﻐـذاﻳﺎت واﻟﻣـﺷرﺑﻳﺎت اﻟﺣﻣـراء أدت اﻟـﻰ

زﻳﺎدة ﻣﻌدﻝ ﺗﻧـﺎوﻝ اﻟﻐـذاء واﻟـﺷرب ﻓـﻲ اﻷﺳـﺑوع اﻷوﻝ ﻣـن اﻟﻌﻣـر وﻟﻛـن ﻟـم ﻳﻼﺣـظ ﻫـذا اﻟﺗـﺄﺛﻳر ﻓـﻲ اﻟﻌﻣـر اﻷﻛﺑـر .اﻟﺗﺟرﺑـﺔ

اﻟﺛﺎﻧﻳﺔ ﻟﻘﻳﺎس ﺗﺄﺛﻳر ﺗﺑـﺎﻳن اﻷﻟـوان ذات اﻻﺳـﺗﺟﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﻣرﺗﻔﻌـﺔ )اﻷﺣﻣـر( ﻟﻠﻐـذاﻳﺎت واﻟﻣـﺷرﺑﻳﺎت ﻣـﻊ اﻷرﺿـﻳﺔ ﻛﺧﻠﻔﻳـﺔ ﻟﻠﺗﺑـﺎﻳن
ﻋﻠﻰ ظﻬور ﺑﻌض ﺳﻠوﻛﻳﺎت اﻟﺑﻘﺎء ﻓﻲ اﻟﻛﺗﺎﻛﻳت ﺣدﻳﺛﺔ اﻟﻔﻘس .وﺗﺑﻳن ﻣن اﻟﻧﺗﺎﺋﺞ أن وﺟود ﺗﺑﺎﻳن اﻷﻟوان ﻓﻲ ﺑﻳﺋﺔ ﻛﺗﺎﻛﻳـت

اﻟدﺟﺎج أدى اﻟﻰ اﻹﺳراع ﻣن ﺗﻧﺎوﻝ اﻟﻐذاء  ،وﻛذﻟك ظﻬور ﻣﺑﻛر ﻟﺑﻌض ﺳﻠوﻛﻳﺎت اﻟﺑﻘﺎء ﻋﻧد ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺗﻬﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﺑﻳﺋﺔ اﻟﺗﻲ ﻻ ﻳوﺟد

ﺑﻬﺎ ﺗﺑﺎﻳن .اﻻﺳﺗﻧﺗﺎج :اﺳﺗﺟﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﻛﺗﺎﻛﻳت ﻟﻠون اﻷﺣﻣر واﻟﺗﺑﺎﻳن ﻓﻲ اﻷﻟـوان ﻳﻛـون أﻋﻠـﻰ ﻓـﻲ اﻟﻛﺗﺎﻛﻳـت ﺣدﻳﺛـﺔ اﻟﻔﻘـس ﻋﻧـﻪ
ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﻣـر اﻷﻛﺑـر ﻣﻣـﺎ ﻳﺟـدر ﺑﺎﻟﻘـﺎﺋﻣﻳن ﻋﻠـﻰ رﻋﺎﻳـﺔ اﻟـدﺟﺎج اﻻﻫﺗﻣـﺎم ﺑـﺄﻟوان اﻟﻐـذاﻳﺎت واﻟﻣـﺷرﺑﻳﺎت ٕواﻳﺟـﺎد اﻟﺗﺑـﺎﻳن ﻟﻬـﺎ ﻓـﻲ

اﻟﻣ ـزارع ﺧــﺻوﺻﺎ اﻟﻛﺗﺎﻛﻳــت ﺣدﻳﺛــﺔ اﻟﻔﻘــس اﻷﻣــر اﻟــذي ﻳــﻧﻌﻛس ﺑــدورﻩ ﻋﻠــﻰ اﻻﺳــﺗﺟﺎﺑﺔ ﻟﻠﻐــداء واﻟــﺷرب وﺑﺎﻟﺗــﺎﻟﻲ ﻋﻠــﻰ
اﻹﻧﺗﺎﺟﻳﺔ.
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